THE ULTIMATE
ORANGERY DESIGN

Ultrasky roof combines fresh modern styling with natural light to create
a beautiful warm glazed extension with the style and grandeur of a
traditional orangery.
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Engineered by Ultraframe, strength is the secret behind Ultrasky’s success. A stronger,
thermally efficient ridge means less bars are needed drawing more light into the room.
The Ultrasky roof maximises light by extending to the eaves beam rather than using

a flat roof and uses the internal pelmet and the external cornice to create a beautiful
orangery roof style.
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LIGHTEST

Light and style are perfectly embodied in the Ultrasky roof. Choose from four decorative
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cornices to hide the guttering, creating beautiful sightlines at the roofline. Vary the width of

theTESTED
internal pelmet to enjoy better lighting
and thermal performance with a seamless, roomFIRE
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like feel or you can even opt for integrated speakers to enhance your experience.

MINIMALIST

Ultrasky Roof is perfect for both traditional and contemporary orangery and extension

designs. Superb for spanning bi-fold or sliding doors, the super-strong slimline structural

goalpost hidden inside Ultrasky works together with the roof to reduce deflection pressure

on your doors. Ultrasky roof is available in any colour, in uPVC or Aluminium and with endless
other design options for a truly bespoke design.

STRONGEST

It is Ultraframe’s policy to continually seek to improve it’s products,
processes and service and we reserve the right to change
specifications without prior notice. We have been trading for
nearly 35 years and strive to deliver unrivalled quality and service.

